FB Ad Templates For Beauty Offers
The beauty industry is competitive and fast because most sales of beauty
product goes through e-commerce, so what does the beauty industry
marketing entail?
That’s where aesthetics come in, nowadays with the advancement of
technology, beauty treatments are more common and affordable but it’s
easy to get scammed as well and the consequences can be lifelong.

That is why the marketing for aesthetics is extremely strict to the point
recently, Facebook and Instagram have banned Ads and posts about
beauty supplements, beauty procedure to be shown to anyone under 18.
But that doesn’t mean you can’t or shouldn’t do Facebook Ads, you can’t
make tall claims and show before/after pictures which include certain
conditions.

The guidelines for the type of Ads you can make for beauty is available and
the Ad templates shown here also will help you learn on what not to do.
With that said, FB Ads is still one of the best methods to Advertise for
beauty plus getting a lead through FB is cheaper.
These templates will show you how to design & create your Beauty or
aesthetic ad by making sure it’s within the guideline and still interests the
leads.

FB Ad Templates #1:

From this copy, you can see it
start with a problem and
explains it to make it clear that
it’s an actual problem. Then a
solution is given which is the
beauty procedure offered
including the benefits of the
procedure and lastly ends with a
call to action (encourages
immediate action) with a phone
number and WhatsApp link.

A video or a slideshow, is a good
way to show your beauty
procedure just remember not to
make bold claims and show
graphics scenes.

The Headline and Sub-Headline
is on point by introducing the
procedure or treatment and
again giving the WhatsApp
number to encourage fast action.

FB Ad Templates #2:

This copy speaks about the
content of the video where it
describes the products used in
the video. This is good because
the video is a mix of influencer
and testimonial which shows
that it’s the real deal.

This video is a mix of a
testimony of the beauty product
and using influencers for your
product.

Based on data, the learn more
button is the one that converts
the best because it’s not too in
your face and we all are more
accepting of learning more than
being told to buy now.

FB Ad Templates #3:

A more direct approach by
simply listing the benefits of the
treatment and creating a sense
of urgency with limited sign ups.

A video that showcases the
treatment and includes some
details of the treatment.

FB Ad Templates #4:
A short and direct message
including a phone number to
encourage fast action. The
reason this one has a short ad
copy is because it’s relying on
the video to do the rest.

In the beauty industry where
getting testimonials from
influencers and celebrities is
relatively common, influencers
do make a difference but
nonetheless using a testimonial
from a normal person will have
a bigger impact as it’s more
relatable.

FB Ad Templates #5:

This is a comprehensive
description of the origin and
details of the treatment, which
is good since more info allows
Facebook AI to pick up more
keywords to use for targeting.
But the mistake here is, it should
have been spaced out properly
so the leads will have an easier
time reading it.

This is a good picture to use but
make sure that the text in the
image is less than 20%. Use this
tool to check:
https://www.facebook.com/ads
/tools/text_overlay

FB Ad Templates #6:

This is a good example of writing
a long post and neatly space out
into paragraph to make it easier
to read for the leads.

Here, the benefits and details of
the procedure is listed out well
using emoji. One thing to
remember is not to put too
many emoji as then it will make
the ad copy look messy and
distracting.

